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Description 

How come that over 70% of all change processes fail? Why is it so important to look not only at 
the technical side of a change, but especially at the people side of the transformation process. 
Projects fail not because of the technology, but because people are not involved and/or do not 
realise why the change is important and what is in it for everyone! 
 
This class will share simple best practices on how Autodesk works with its customers step by 
step to develop the important pillars of a change initiative. 
 
Simple overviews, concepts of discovery workshops, as well as the tried and tested approach 
for successful change processes will be presented. This approach is reinforced with a practical 
example. A BIM4MANUFACTURING project supports and confirms the theses of this lecture. 
Use this short presentation to analyse your upcoming change processes. Give your initiatives 
the right impetus and learn how your Autodesk team can also help you with these topics! 
 
 

Speaker(s) 

Thomas supports people, teams and companies in successfully exploiting the opportunities and 
potential of digital transformation, as well as in growing and learning in a rapidly changing world. 
For me, this means transforming a good company of the 20th century into an excellent and 
modern one of the future. In his view, digital transformation is not a project, but an inner attitude. 

Learning Objectives 

• Understand the importance of transform challenges and why over 70% of 
transformations fail to meet expectations! 

• Learn how to develop a strong WHY for your transformations and why it is 
necessary for successful change! 

• How to find the desired value drivers and outcomes and define measurable added 
value as a strong basis for your change. 

• How to define a change management strategy and implement the right actions to 
achieve a positive change process! 
 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-nagel-digital-leader/


Using suitable agile methods and tools, he empowers employees and teams with the help of 
iterative processes, as well as changes in perspective, self-reflection and learning cycles. His 
skills refer especially to holistic and consistent process analysis combined with practical 
approaches. 
 
 

Over 70% of transformations fail to meet expectations! 
 
Most change projects are well-intentioned and necessary. Nevertheless, more than 70% fail. It 
is crucial to explain to people exactly WHY the changes are necessary and what you want to 
achieve in a measurable way. Only when people have an ADKAR process will the change work! 
Please pay also attention to the Six Free ADKAR Guides! 
 

  
 
 

Find Your WHY! 
 
It is crucial to know exactly why you want to transform. The Value Proposition Design method 
from Strategyzer, for example, helps here. The knowledge about the Jobs To Be Done, the 
Pains and Gains help to identify the right and important topics. Effectiveness means working on 
the right issues. If you then execute them correctly, you are also efficient. 
 
Like never before, you and your teams need to manage evolving conditions, evaluate emerging 
risk, and stay focused on designing great solutions for those you serve. But how? The LUMA 
Institute offers a unique, flexible and easy-to-use system of human-centered design methods 
that help you creatively solve problems. 
 
The presented workshop example is based on 4 LUMA methods, which are easy to understand 
and easy to apply. 
 

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/the-how-of-transformation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRDd9umVFT8&list=PLnPoJi83DPgIkLjQHQRJHNvprZn_3FtoQ
https://www.tpsoc.eu/adkar-model/
https://www.tpsoc.eu/adkar-model/
https://www.strategyzer.com/books/value-proposition-design
https://www.strategyzer.com/
https://www.luma-institute.com/
https://www.luma-institute.com/
https://www.tpsoc.eu/adkar-model/


LUMA MeetUp BIM360 Example - Process Improvement Discovery Workshop - 
Collaboration and Service 
 
This example shows how you will overcome challenges in your workflows from the sales 
process upto the commissioning and handover phase. Find ideas and examples how a typical 
workshop will help you to identify the most pressing topics and learn what might be in for you! 
 

 
 

LUMA MeetUp Example – DESIGN & MANUFACTURING Process Improve Discovery 
Workshop 

 
This example shows how you will overcome challenges in your workflows from design to make, 
as well as purchasing items and executing quality control and documentation. Find ideas and 
examples how a you stop focusing on the design process and open you mind how a consistent 
workflow from Design and Make can help you identify the most important topics which need to 
be solved! 

 

 
 
  

https://app.mural.co/invitation/mural/autodesk2145/1626152851216?sender=thomasnagel3282&key=5f52d3b7-f840-4717-b6c7-e0e178c7318e
https://app.mural.co/invitation/mural/autodesk2145/1626152851216?sender=thomasnagel3282&key=5f52d3b7-f840-4717-b6c7-e0e178c7318e
https://app.mural.co/invitation/mural/autodesk2145/1632482847296?sender=thomasnagel3282&key=4b3ee568-0657-4464-9cf8-d63d558dbf64
https://app.mural.co/invitation/mural/autodesk2145/1632482847296?sender=thomasnagel3282&key=4b3ee568-0657-4464-9cf8-d63d558dbf64
https://app.mural.co/invitation/mural/autodesk2145/1626152851216?sender=thomasnagel3282&key=5f52d3b7-f840-4717-b6c7-e0e178c7318e
https://app.mural.co/invitation/mural/autodesk2145/1632482847296?sender=thomasnagel3282&key=4b3ee568-0657-4464-9cf8-d63d558dbf64


 
LUMA Meetup Example: - Template Discovery Workshop 

 
Here you can find an empty template! 
 
 

 
 
 
Find Your HOW! 
 
After you find your WHYyou have to understand that the HOW includes two sides. While we are 
caring a lot about the technical side of a change, we do forget to focus on the people side! 
 

 
 
  

https://app.mural.co/invitation/mural/autodesk2145/1626680678864?sender=thomasnagel3282&key=c6ecc3ae-617d-4dbd-bb2b-4975bb2dedf6
https://app.mural.co/invitation/mural/autodesk2145/1626680678864?sender=thomasnagel3282&key=c6ecc3ae-617d-4dbd-bb2b-4975bb2dedf6


Prof. Dr. Renate Osterchrist describes a good and simple approach in her book "Effective 
Change Impulses: The Playbook for Everyone Who Really Wants to Make a Difference".   
 
Every person in a company needs to understand change. This description of the change can be 
well presented in a Change Story Canvas.  Care must be taken to always adapt the change 
story to the appropriate stakeholders! 
 

 
 
The Change Story Canvas helps significantly in ensuring that the employees involved gain 
awareness and also desire. 
 
Only when they reach the status of desire are the employees really ready to acquire the 
necessary know-how. 
 

 



AU Template Adoption - scaling assessment 
 
This example of a workshop helps you to identify typical patterns and characteristics of change 
processes in a company.  
 
Employees can choose typical cartoons for the blocks Leadership, Strategy, Empowerment, 
Capabilities and Environment and explain which ones are typical for the change processes in 
the company.  This results in the cornerstones for the artifacts to be developed for the 
Communication Plan, Sponsor Roadmap, Resistance Managament Map, Training Plan and 
Reinforcement Plan.  
 

 

https://app.mural.co/invitation/mural/autodesk2145/1630671406853?sender=thomasnagel3282&key=93f5f254-e7d6-47c2-87f9-e788af68fa46
https://app.mural.co/t/autodesk2145/m/autodesk2145/1630671406853/3239a13005d266f5c9b8368c37dbbafb8f3f7bba?sender=thomasnagel3282


This workshop based also on the Prof. Dr. Renate Osterchrist book "Effective Change Impulses: 
The Playbook for Everyone Who Really Wants to Make a Difference".  
 

 

 

 

 
 



However, the painful reality is that most transformations fail. Research shows that 70 percent of 
complex, large-scale change programs don’t reach their stated goals. Common pitfalls include a 
lack of employee engagement, inadequate management support, poor or nonexistent cross-
functional collaboration, and a lack of accountability. Furthermore, sustaining a transformation’s 
impact typically requires a major reset in mind-sets and behaviors, something that few leaders 
know how to achieve. 
 
Means that the major part is inside the customer organization and not on the technical side of 
the change. This slide shall support this statement! 
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